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I "rot. the expansive spectrum of the Kung-Fu way of
no two arts appear more dissimilar than Jeet Kune
JrUfe,

tio and T'ai-chi ch'uan. Thousands of years stand between

the two, yet even that gap is dwarfed by the void separating
the devastating and lightning-quick fighting art of Bruce
Lee from the graceful, slow-motion exercises of the healthconscious Taoists. Fundamentally apart, if T'ai-chi ch'uan
was Day, then Jeet Kune Do (or JKD for short) would have
to be Night.
But Day and Night exist in harmony. With each morning, Night yields to Day. . .only to return with the sunset
to prevail over Day. . . and begin the cycle anew. Within
the oneness of the universe, Day and Night co-exist in a
yinlyang harmony. and in much the same way, within
the remarkable personage of Professor Daniel Lee, the violence of JKD merges harmoniously with the passive philosophies of T'ai-chi ch'uan.
An electrical engineer and college Chinese language and
culture instructor, Prof. Lee was the first student admitted
to the Los Angeles kwoon to study the newly-developed
JKD under Bruce Lee and his assistant, Danny Inosanto, in

1967. He stili values highly the "freedom of expression"
he found through that association. Sute, the offense-oriented principles unleashed a most effective fighting system,
but "it's a means of expressing myself without artificiality," he says. "It is an all-out fighting art, and I like it. To

me, it's like watching a football game. You don't see the
one who falls down, you see the one who faked him out of
his pants and went on to score the touchdown. That's what
I enjoy in JKD, sharpening my skills and techniques so I
can cope with the changing situations present in combat' I
n"u., go out with the intention of hurting someone, and
though the Ifree] sparring has a lot of body.contact, our
protective gear and awareness prevent injuries'"
However, while he still works out once a week at the
JKD kwoon (now operated by Inosanto), Prof' Lee devotes
the majority of his time and interest to the gentler art of
T'ai-chi ch'uan. "When I'm working out in JKD I'm very
physical and intense," he notes, "but I don't want to remain in that mental state al1 the time. I want to be calm,
quiet, relaxed and centered. I want to be gentle and at
peace with myself. T'ai-chi helps me reach these goa1s.
"We al1 have our emotional ups and downs," he continues, "but practicing T'ai-chi stabilizes me and provides
evenness. I guess what it boils down to is yin and yang the JKD training me to be effective in combat, honing the
fighting reflexes; and the T'ai-chi ch'uan promoting tranquility and harmony within myself, and oneness with the
world around me. I'm a firm believer in non-violence, and
yet I feel strongiy that only a person who has undergone
the discipline of training to master himself can truly be in
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Prof. D-aniel Lee's unique combination of arts Jeet Kune Do and T'ai-chi ch'uan have led to many interesting manifestations. Opposite: In the JKD ready stance on the left, Prof. Lee has also adapted the -heavy bag to t'ai-ctri ch,uan I practicing
the del'lecting movements of self-defense. Above: on top, Prof. Lee demonstrates tni lii-cni ch'uan posture for a right
lhrl;t' while below, 1ic!!r is^the Snake Creepin-g_Dowtt poii.rte of evasion. On the left, he explains to INSIDE fUNc-fU
Staff members that the tife force, ch 'i, can be felt radiaiing from the hands if you hold them tirat way and rotate in a circle
charge of any situation that might arise.
strong can afford to be gentle."

one who is truly

And gentleness is the way of T'ai-chi ch'uan. True T,aichi is hard to come by outside of China, but in the eight
years that he has studied th'e art, Prof. Lee has had the good

tortune to study under a number of masters. "l'm continusearching for good teachers I can learn from, masters
who are willing to teach with openess," he explains. .,1
don't jurnp around. When I stick with a teacher. I stick for
many years, and I associate with them for life."
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JOINT HANDS

The Joint Hands Practice is the intermediate stage between the Solo Exercise and fighting T'aichi
jusl
says ftof. Lee. (1) Pull Back: As studeni David Eckert moves in, Prof. Lee moves back
Prof. Lee begins to deflect
"h';*,
;;;;ii io'stuy out of reicir and still maintain contact. (2) Counter Push:
E;ke;t to the side as he is already over-extended. (3) Counter Double Hand: Prof. Lee has now fulll
neutralized Eckert, and (4) begins the Push. It is'his turn to attack. This is spott T'ai-chi ch'uan
Prof. Lee's first exposure to a genuine master of T'ai-chi
ch'uan was in 1966, one year prior to the openine of the
Los Angeles JKD kwoon. At that time, Master Tun-g Fu
Ling visited Los Angeles to try and drum up interest in the
then-unknown (outside of the Orient) art. One of the
world's foremost masters of the classical Yang style, Master
Tung "was very discoirraged because very few people knew
about T'ai-chi," Prof. Lee recalls. "He tried to open up a
school, but there wasn't any interest in T'ai-chi then. When
I started learning from him it was three times a week' I
knew it would oniy be a short stay, so I dropped all other

experience. . the new and unfamiliar element being the

rigorous, almost contortionistic, stretching exercises so typ-

training in order to learn." Then' after one discouraging
year, Master Tung returned to Hong Kong. (He has since
relocated in Honolulu).
Finding himself without a teacher who could even come
close to Master Tung - Tung Fu Ling being the son of the

Grand Master Tung Yen Jet, probably the greatest T'ai-chi
ch'uan practitioner of modern times Prof' Lee's T'ai-chi
training was sustained only through correspondence with
his mentor and his own daily practice. When the opportunity was opened for him to learn the JKD process under
Bruce Lee himself, Prof. Lee responded immediately.
For two years, Prof. Lee's T'ai-chi ch'uan practice paralelled the four workouts a week in JKD, but in 1969, he
was able to study again under a T'aichi ch'uan master with
the arrivai of Master Mary Chu [see INSIDE KUNG-FU,

Feb.'741.
"When Mrs. Chu came over here I was really excited,"
Prof. Lee noted. "You see, back in China Mrs. Chu had
studied for many years with Grand Master Tung - so she
and Master Tung [Fu Ling] were on the same level. You
see, in China, within the school system, family titles like
brother and sister are used instead of ranks. So, since I had
studied under Master Tung [Fu Ling] tn 1966, when Mrs.

Chu came over, she was considered as my aunt. She liked
me very much right from the start, and took me in like a
son." He studied with her for almost three years, firming
up his movements and weapons skilis in ttle Yang style, and
becoming the senior student in her class.
ln 19'72, he was given permission by Mrs. Chu to conduct
T'ai-chi ch'uan classes - something absolutely required if
proper protocol and respect for a teacher is followed. "I
treasure this privilege very much, for it offers me a new dimension in my learning," the professor adds. And although
he no longer attends Mrs. Chu's classes, he still feels the
deepest respect and affection for her. "I will always consider Mrs. Chu my teacher," he emphasizes. "I still go back
to visit sometimes, and we keep in touch on the phone'"
Ever on the lookout for new directions to explore, recent
months have found Prof. Lee again studying under someone
he considers "a great master," Y' C. Chiang lsee INSIDE
KUNG-FU, Feb. '741' Accomplished in the lesser-known
northern Kuang Ping style of T'ai-chi ch'uan and Kung-Fu,
too, Master Chiang is again widening Prof. Lee's totality of
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ical of the northern systems. "The northern systems use all
high kicks, which is why they emphasize stretching," Prof.
Lee explains. "Their flexibility is so good, they can develoo faster kicks and recover faster."
aaa
However, beyond merely becoming more flexible in order to kick faster or higher, Prof. Lee sees a deeper benefit
in the practice of T'ai-chi ch'uan. "A1l that we do here is
really discipline of the mind and body," he says. "&--ec:
complish anything in iife, you've got to discipline yourself,
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minutes to do the whoie set. S1ow1y and persistently. . .
that's discipline!" With the slowing down comes even greater benefits. "It is actually achieving balance - mind' body
and spirit," Prof. Lee points out. "People say, 'Take it
easy,' but they don't spell out how to do it. Well, you can't
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Typical T'ai-chi defense features fluid moves
like Snake Creeping Down. (1) As Eckert attacks with a kick, Prof. Lee evades. (2) The
attack over-extended, Prof. Lee begins to
come back. (3) Prof. Lee launches full attack with Golden Rooster Standing on One
Leg - groin kick, right palm to the face"

take it easy if your body's too tense or if your mind's still
in tension. . . T'ai-chi ch'uan puts your mind in neutral gear
and relexes your body."

The slow-motion movements, developed to emulate the
give and take harmony

of

the

yin

and yang, recall the wis-

dom of the ancient sages. "You see, Lao Tzu, in Ihe Tao
Te Ching, said rigidity is the symbol of death, and supple-

Showing the JKD principle of controlling
an opponent try trapping his hands, Prof.
and Eckert demonstrate. (l) As Eckert's
Inside Low Line attack is blocked down,
and controlled, Prof. Lee shoots a right to
the head. (2) Eckert blocks the right in-

ward, but (3) following the direction of
the block, Prof. Lee now traps both of
Eckert's hands and finishes him off with
a backfist. Prof. Lee calls the backfist in
this case, the "harmonious spring," saying

that "the harder you block, the harder I
will comebackat you." Just like

a spring.

Contrasting the methods of his two arts,
Prof. Lee and Eckert go through it stepby-step, (l) Using T'aichi ch'uan, Prof.
Lee evades Eckert's attack and (2) neutralizes it with a Pull Back. (3) The Press
ends Eckert's attack. Showing JKD's

more offensive nature, Prof. Lee proceeds
to (4) trap an attack by Eckert, and finish him off (5) with a backfist. As is ob-

vious here, T'ai-chi ch'uan uses just
much aggression

as is

as

needed to end an at-

tack, while JKD is pure offense from the
beginning - no quarter asked or given.

JKD defensive theory uses the Four Gates concept of l{ing Chun, Here, in full JKD
training gear, Prof. Lee demonstrates with Eckert. As you can see, JKD defense is really almost a side effect of the theoryof constant attack - neutralizing the attacker as a
simultaneous attack is launched. Centerline punching stressed here is also similar to
Wing Chun. (l) Inside Low Line: Blocking a lower right punch downward, Prof. Lee
finds an opening. (2) Inside High Line: Deflecting the head punch to the outside again
allows Prof. Lee a clear path tq attack. (3) Outside Low Line: Again blocking down,
Prof. Lee neutralizes Eckert's hook to the body. . . leaving himself another unguarded
area to attack. (4) Outside High Line: A straight line is shorter than a curved line, as
Prof. Lee shows by disdaining a block in order to attack the momentary gpening;
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ness and softness are the symbols of life," points out the
professor. "The flexible bamboo bends with the wind, the
rigid branch snaps. In the same way, the T'ai-chi ch'uan
movements are so varied so as to put into play every part of
the body, from the smallest joint to the largest muscle, with

harmonious design and graceful patterns. The result is
glowing health - suppleness in the joints, your blood circulation is stimulated, the nervous system is activated and the
resphatory system is exercised. On top of al1 this, the body
is so strong and healthy that sickness and disease is held off
easier. In other words, T'ai-chi ch'uan refreshes your body
so that every cell feels charged with new energy and vita1ity."

And T'ai-chi doesn't even stop at good heaith. Along
with the exercise benefits, changes come over the practitioner, according to Prof. Lee. "One gains a feel for the
correct use of the body's energies without waste. With this
new sensitivity, one iearns to apply it in his everydly life so
that in any task, he spontaneously employs the right
26 INSIDE KUNG-FU

Continues on page 48

JKD training apparatus is used when a
sparring partner is unavailable. Honing
ing his techniques, (3A) Prof. Lee practices defense of the Outside Low Line.
(4A) Prof. Lee on the springy-arm deflects an Outside High Line attack.

Rigorous training is a part of Prof. Lee's life. A
foimer amateur boxing champion of China in his
youth, Prof. Lee keeps fit with daily stret-ching

ind flexibility exercises as well as weekend running. All this on top of one night of JKD-each

week at Danny Inosanto's studio, daily JKD at
home, daily T'aichi routines and sparring, plus
extensive meditation and breathing routines. All
in alln it's no wonder Prof. Lee is fit enough to actively spar in the JKD armor (inset)! As one ]vlJo
fo[owi Bruce Lee's belief that effecfi'ie-ffiTers
must dorBtahtly tfain, Pioll Lee has continued'tri
ryr,nai-u tli4d4-b t T ia t e achEa- c onSt antlt
lltj
frorking to stay in top shape. He is nevei ovei:
it out, givwffilances
ing him enough relaxation to remain at peace.
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amount of energy for the task at hand, thus decreasing tension and fatigue." Relaxation of the mind and body frees
one from many of the trivial day-to-day irritations that can
sometimed accumulate and make life miserable' Instead,
fresh energy and a reiaxed mind open new avenues of interest.

"From my long practice of T'ai-chi ch'uan, I found my
interest began to grow beyond the physical movement, and
into the realm of cosmology and reflection of the yinlyang
principles underlying universal activity," Prof. Lee adds. "I
began my deep study into Chinese philosophy. I have since
built up- a library of Chinese philosophy - I-ching, Lao'
Tzu's Tao Te Ching, Zen discipline, Chinese literature devoted to hygenic and meditative techniques. and of course,
books on T'ai-chi ch'uan and all branches of the Chinese
martial arts." A teacher of Chinese language and culture at
Pasadena City College for the past I 2 years, Prof. Lee is able
to integrate the purely physical aspects of the art with the
undiluted wisdom and reflections contained in the original
Chinese manuscripts.
"In the Chinese way of

life," Prof. Lee points out, "men-

tal, physical and spiritual development are a1l valued equalT'ai-chi ch'uan has been regarded as a unique meditative art which satisfies the needs of man on these three levels of his existence. It is often referred to as the Chinese
yoga - mind in action, meditation in motion. It is a meditative art for achieving the harmony of the mind and body.
"The
harmonio"qj.u"lop-.tt of -ut'
#.
are ESEiltial if one is tb realize the profound possibili{ies of
Iis life anO enfoldment. With the harmony of body and
begins to flow. When the flow
ffiyl
of ch'i through one's body is free and uninhibited, spiritual
energy begins to develop, which ultimately leads one to the
attainment of spiritual enlightenment. Through practice of
T'ai-chi ch'uan, one develops a deep innet awareness, he is
in touch with himself and with the universe. As one establishes harmony within himself, he becomes calm and bal.
anced. He is no longer selfish or self-centered. Lovirig and
sharing become his way of life and in his mind there is joy
and peace. Myself, I feel I'm headed in the right direction,

ly.

although I'm not anywhere near where I wouid ideally like
to be," says Prof. Lee.
Born in Shanghai, China, in 1930, Prof. Lee was always
a person with more than a normal amount of drive. Coupled with a sharp mind and a naturally athletic body, the
young Lee often pursued goals beyond the aspirations of
his peers.

Recalling an incident from his childhood neighborhood,
Prof. Lee tells of two Russian brothers who attacked him
and tried to steal his bicycle. Saving his bike with the aid of
a bystander, Prof. Lee, nevertheless, took a pretty good
beating. With a 12-year-old's vow to avenge the wrong, the
young Lee proceeded to the nearest gym to learn Western
boxing. "I figured I should beat them at their own game,"
he remembers. But after an afternoon of terrible beatings,
"the coach must have had pity on me. He came up to me
and asked, 'why do you want to learn so fast? Why don't
you start off with the beginners?' It was then that I found
out that this was the professional's class! The beginners
class was the next day."
From that point, the young Lee pursued his goal with
determination. After training hard enough to settle his
score with the Russians, he found the physical sport of boxing held an appeal for him that went beyond revenge. Diligent training sharpened his skilis and honed his combat instincts, and by 1948, he had become the amateur welterweight champion of China.
Following the Communist revolution, Prof. Lee's family
moved to Taiwan in 1949. This was foliowed three years later with his emigrating to the United States to further his
education.
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The tournament JKD stance reflects the principle of best hand
and foot forward - Right, for
a right-hander like Prof. Lee'

In reality, JKD

fighters know
soon as the leading hand
comes in contact with the oppothat

as

nent's lead hand

-

ATTACK!

Studying at Utah State University and UCLA, Prof. Lee
earned his advanced degrees in electrical engineering a
profession he has practiced to this day at the Jet Propulsion
Lab of Caltech. He currently resides in Altadena, Calif.,
with his wife, May, and their four children - Debbie, i5;
Robert, 14; Diane, 9; and Donna, 8. At this point, none of
his children have taken up either of his martial arts, "but I
don't want to pressure them into taking it up," he explains,
"I encourage them, and they've been exposed to it, but I'm
not going to force them."
Describing himself as a "family man," Prof. Lee makes a
point of setting aside Sunday of each week for religion and
"a family afternoon outing or home entertainment. I want
to make sure that I have some time set aside from my busy
schedule to communicate with my children, too. My fami1y is very important to me."

And it's plain to see that Prof. Lee hopes that someday
his children will take up the arts that have given him so
much personaliy. "Bruce Lee had a great impact on my
life," he states. "I worked out with him quite a bit and I
consider myself very fortunate. you know, it's just a
handful of people who eventually encountered him."
Thinking back on the early days of the JKD kwoon in
Los Angeles' Chinatown, Prof. Lee remembers that "this
was the time [1967-8] wher.r Bruce was uncommitted to
the movies or television. He spent more time to train us,
and he put such high standards for our training that he also
gave everyone a special prescribed supplementary fitness
program. He'd look at you and say, 'you've got to work on
this area, that area, stretching, and so on.' He really meant
business and he worked very hard - four times a week.
That's dedication."
Inspired by Bruce Lee's example, those who studied under him stand in awe of his greatness. "He was probably
the one person I respected the most," says Prof. Lee of his
mentor. "Bruce Lee was a very straight-forward person very straight-forward, very intense, but most of all, very
honest. If he liked you, he liked you. He didn't hold back
any punches; if he didn't iike you, he said so. . . and that's
the kind of person you like because you know he's going to
say exactly the same thing behind you as he would to your
face."

This same honesty that Bruce Lee lived also permeates
the principles of his fighting art Jeet Kune Do, The Way
of the Intercepting Fist. In the same way that Bruce Lee
would never think of applying fixed formulas or ideas to his
honest approach to life, the principles of JKD depend upon
total freedom.
Continues on page 50
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changability of yin and yang. There is a place for straight
line IJKD], and there is a place for circular line. Applying
T'ai-chi and JKD principles open up new dimensions and
latitude in combat. I could use circular movement to neutralize the straight aggresslve punch, thus nullifying its power; or I could use straight line punch to intercept a straight
line punch, a hook or a roundhouse kick. To cling stubbornly to the straight line and reject the circuiar 1ine, or
vice versa, is to become forever bound by their limitations."
So even in combat, the yinlyang harmony holds appeal
for Prof. Daniel Lee - engineer, philosopher and martial artist. Combining the offense of JKD and the health and yielding of T'ai-chi ch'uan, he has found a truly harmonious balance of opposites. . . and in the process, has expanded his
knowledge and skills just a little bit more.
"To me, a person has to be dedicated to the art because

he loves it. . Through my daily practice of T'ai-chi and
deep reflection on the philosophy, I hope to reach the understanding and appreciation of my own cultural heritage.
I do not want to reside only at the conceptual level, but by
experiencing the operating yinlyang principles in my own
body and mind, be able to bring my understanding of these
principles to bear upon my daily life as a whole, thus living
every moment in total harmony with myself and with the
universe. I hope to be a clear channel of blessing to the people that cross my path, through my teaching to instruct the
correct use of one's energy without waste, to draw, to conserve and channel one's energy normally untapped. To promote to the public, body vitality, well-being and spiritual
renewal. I haven't reached the final blooming yet in my
learning. . . I don't think I ever wil1, but the journey itself
has been

exciting and joyfui."
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